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Emergency gas laws sought 
WASHINGTON (API-President 
Cuter asked Congress yesterday to 
give him emergency authority to 
transfer natural gas to areas with 
the worst gas shortages. 
The legislation sent to Congress by 
the President also would allow in- 
trastate pipelines to make emergency 
gas sales to interstate lines at 
unregulated prices until July 31-a 
move that could raise the monthly 
gas bills of natural gas consumers. 
And it would allow the pipelines to 
transfer gas among themselves 
without fear that this action would 
bring intrastate lines under federal 
regulation or release interstate lines 
from such regulation. Interstate 
pipelines are regulated by the 
Federal Power Commission while 
intrastate lines-those operating 
within a single state-are not 
CARTER TOLD a news conference 
the gas shortage caused by the ab- 
normally cold weather has closed 
some 4,000 plants and forced layoffs 
of an estimated 400,000 people. 
He said he was urging Congress to 
act immediately but warned that 
"this bill will not end the shortages, 
will not improve the weather and will 
not     solve     the     unemployment 
problems." 
He again urged all Americans to 
lower their thermostats to 65 degrees 
Fahrenheit during the day and tower 
at night, saying that such con- 
servation could eliminate half of the 
present natural gas shortage. 
BUT CARTER warned that the 
nation's energy crisis will not end 
this year or next. 
"This is not a temporary request" 
for fuel conservation, he said. 
Carter's energy adviser James 
R.Schlesinger said at least two in- 
terstate pipelines-Southern Natural 
Gas and Trunkline—already were 
cutting off gas supplies to some top 
priority consumers, a category 
covering residences, essential public 
services and factories in danger of 
severe damage without gas. 
He said Carter's proposals are 
aimed at avoiding such top priority 
curtailments but said they would not 
provide enough additional gas to fill 
industrial needs and end the layoffs 
caused by the shortages. Only gas 
conservation by everyone could free 
enough gas to put people back to 
work, he said. 
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Wood Count) Printing Is offering energy conservation signs for 
area businesses and merchants. John Petrek, a pressman at 
Wood County Printing Is stripping the negatives onto a flat 
before the signs are printed. The signs, urging stores nnd 
businesses to turn down thermostats nnd shorten business 
hours, are available at Wood County Printing today after U 
a,m. There will be no charge tor the signs, bat donations will 
be accepted. 
Rhodes pleads for prayers 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Weary of struggling with Ohio's desperate natural gas 
shortage, Gov. Rhodes yesterday called for prayers "to get us through the 
coldest days of our time." 
At the same time, Rhodes lifted environmental controls on the use of Ohio's 
Ugh sulfur coal and painted a bleak picture for the icebound state as he 
updated reporters on the winter emergency. He also warned of a possible 
new disaster-floods carrying ice floes that could shatter bridges along the 
Ohio River. 
The normally vigorous Rhodes, the nation's oldest governor at age 67, 
appeared subdued at a morning news conference as legislative leaders and 
other state officials sat silently around him. 
RHODES SAID new natural gas curtailments effective Tuesday for in- 
dustries, stores and schools will affect hundreds of thousands of Ohloans. 
Unless something is done, he fears, "Our gas will be gone by Feb. 10." 
So far, the state's natural gas suppliers have been able to maintain service 
for residential customers, but the governor said he didn't know how much 
longer they can continue. Natural gas for industries have all been curtailed, 
some as much as 100 per cent 
He declared an energy emergency in Ohio on Sunday, asking the state's 11 
million citizens to turn their thermostats back to 65 degrees in daytime and 
55 at night. Rhodes said he doesn't know yet If this is producing results, but 
hinted he has doubts. 
Rhodes set a meeting for 11 a.m. Saturday for a two-minute prayer in the 
Statehouse rotunda for himself and other public officials. He is Issuing a 
proclamation asking for prayers in churches throughout the state Sunday. 
"We're not praying for ourselves, we are praying for the victims," said 
Rhodes, adding that he is trying "to hold the State of Ohio together." 
Rhodes said he advised George Alexander, Midwest administrator for the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, or his order to lift both state and 
federal restrictions on the burining of Ohio's coal. 
Thomas J. Mover, the governor's executive assistant said the federal of- 
ficial "hinted he would look the other way." In Chicago, Alexander con- 
firmed the government will not object as long as the coal is used only by 
facilities without alternate fuels, and for the duration of the emergency. 
Univ. studies gas policies 
By Ctndy Lease 
Staff Reporter 
Although only 10 per cent of the University's heating facilities are fueled by 
natural gas, a University spokesman disagreed with Columbia Gas of Ohio's 
statement that the University will not be affected by gas allocation cuts. 
Robert J. McGeein, director of facilities and resource planning, said 
although the University is not in Hanger of closing, Columbia's 85 per cent cut 
of the University's gas allocations announced Tuesday and effective Feb. 1 
will have a definite impact 
A memo Issued by McGeein stated, "These reductions will affect the 
University by requiring us to reduce temperatures and, where possible, close 
completely portions of those buildings which depend on natural gas." 
MCGEEIN SAID some small living units, academic facilities and ad- 
ministrative areas are heated by gas. 
He stated in his memo that the University is studying the impact of the gas 
cuts and Is "developing a series of proposals which will, hopefully, permit us 
to keep all facilities open although at much reduced levels." 
"We are putting our ideas together now," McGeein said. "Nothing has been 
finalized." 
He said specific proposals for reductions will be reviewed with represen- 
tatives of the buildings affected by the curtailments before they are im- 
plemented. 
McGeein said specific proposals will be released by the end of the week. 
HE SAID THE University will request emergency relief from the H per 
cent allocation cut from the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio. He said he 
does not know if the request will be granted. 
McGeein said the gas allocation reductions will be in effect throughout 
winter quarter. The gas shortage has prompted the University to develop 
plans U reduce dependence on natural gas, he said. 
The plans will include studying the feasibility of extending steam heat to 
buildings now wanned with gas, converting dining hail equipment to steam 
and modifying small gas-fired boilers, he said. 
New city task force tries to ease energy crunch 
By Cindy Lette 
Staff Reporter 
City businessmen, local government 
officials, the news media and a 
housewife formed a task force at 
yesterday's Chamber of Commerce 
meeting to study problems posed by 
recent natural gas cutbacks. 
Called the Bowling Green 
Emergency Energy Task Force, the 
U-member group is part of the 
Chamber of Commerce's program to 
minimize energy problems. 
The task force will recommend 
business hours and temperature 
levels for area stores. It also will set 
up an information service to inform 
citizens of the businessmen's plight 
The group will make its recom- 
mendations as soon as possible. 
HAROLD W. ROWE, office 
manager of the Bowling Green 
branch of Columbia Gas of Ohio, 
explained to the crowd of SO why 
natural gas allocations have been 
cut. 
"It's been an unbelievable, rough 
winter, the worst in 100 years," 
Rowe said, explaining that Colum- 
bia's already short supplies have 
reached a dangerously low level He 
told businessmen the 85 per cent cut 
to large gas users and the 30 per 
cent cut to moderate users was 
necessary to give full service to 
residential users. 
He said efforts to obtain Canadian 
gas, along with President Carter's 
recent attempts to open interstate 
gas sales probably will not alleviate 
present area shortages soon. 
"It's a super-complex thing to 
understand," Rowe said, explaining 
that for lack of information, many 
businessmen and citizens blame 
Columbia Gas for the shortages. 
"BUT I'VE BEEN with them for 21 
years and I'll stand behind Columbia, 
even with the serious, serious ac- 
cusations made," be said. 
He said the Chamber's meeting 
was constructive and suggested 
possible conservation measures, 
including shorter business hours and 
lower store temperatures. 
An area housewife, Gerry Jensen 
of 305 N. Summit St., said some 
businesses are not lowering tem- 
peratures. 
"We keep our bouse at 65 degrees 
and then I walk into a store and it's 
so warm I have to take off my 
coat," Jensen said. She said stores 
should "set a pace for residential 
users." 
MOST OTHER business 
representatives, including Charlie 
Halm of Great Scot Inc., 1818 E. 
Wooster St., said they will join ef- 
forts to conserve. 
Halm said Great Scot reduced day 
temperatures to 59 degrees and at 
night the thermostat is set at 50 
degrees. 
Although several businessmen 
complained that If hours are cut 
people will shop at Toledo's large 
malls, a consensus on the need for 
shorter hours was reached. Most said 
they will comply with the hours 
recommended by the task force. 
Dean Roache of the Wood County 
Printing Co.,  140 E. Wooster St., 
volunteered to print three types of 
signs for businessmen. . 
These will either explain: the 
cooler temperatures, the shorter 
hours or the store's use of an energy 
source other than natural gas. 
L/PCAC urges student-police interaction 
By Dennis J. SadowsU 
Staff Reporter 
Amidst allegations of improper 
conduct and discussion of in- 
timidation of students by University 
police offlciers, the University Police- 
Community Advisory Committee 
(UPCAC) passed a resolution opening 
the walk-along and ride-along 
programs to members of several 
University organizations. 
These programs allow civilians to 
accompany a police officer during all 
or part of a workday. 
Discussion centered around 
allegations of improper police ac- 
tivities in relation to the black 
student population. 
Kenneth W. Simonson, legal ad- 
viser to the Black Student Union 
(BSU), who presented a resolution 
asking the Student Government 
Assoication (SGA) to investigate 
alleged improper police activity, 
attended the meeting and asked 
UPCAC about the number of com- 
plaints about police activities it has 
received. 
DON A. BROWN, UPCAC chair- 
man, said the committee has not 
received any complaints, and no one 
has approached the committee about 
such problems. 
UPCAC brings complaints out in 
the open, Brown said. He added that 
it has the power to make recom- 
mendations on appropriate police 
action, but that it most make these 
presentations to George Postich, rice- 
president for operations, who then 
advises University Police on 
procedures. 
Brown asked Simonson if the 
general attitude among black 
students was that they were being 
observed. 
"There is a general attitude of 
black students, and not Just black 
students, that they are being ob- 
served," Simonson said. He added 
that some officers even appear in 
plain clothes. 
"We've conducted surveillance on a 
drug operation in the parking lots," 
University Police Lieutenant Roger 
A. Daoust, said. "It's (plain clothes 
police) a common surveillance 
technique at BGSU.' 
SGA PRESIDENT Bill Burris said 
students think they are being in- 
timidated by the police. 
"It's an irritating feeling in behalf 
of the students that they are being 
surveyed when they are not doing 
anything wrong," Burris said. 
To help alleviate the problem, he 
said SGA has formed an ad hoc 
committee to Investigate the 
allegations of police intimidation and 
when the investigation is complete it 
will report its findings to UPCAC and 
the University Police. 
to pages 
Moody retrial asked; new evidence cited 
By Dennis J. SndowsU 
Staff Reporter 
A motion asking for a new trial for 
Paul X Moody was filed Jan. 19 in 
the Wood County Common Pleas 
Court by attorney Sheldon S. Wit- 
tenberg. 
The motion'cites new evidence at 
the.reasdh for the request 
The announcement of the motion 
was made at a press conference held 
by the Paul X Moody Defense Fund 
yesterday. Moody was found guilty of 
attempted rape last Oct 4. 
"THE    .NEW    EVIDENCE  ; is 
something we are not familiar with," 
said Kenneth W. Simonson, director 
of the department of finance for the 
fund., . 
He said the fund will wait to 
release particulars of the new 
evidence until Judge Gale Williamson 
rules on the motion. 
If Williamson denies the request, 
an appeal will be filed in the Sixth 
District Court of Appeals in Toledo, 
according to Khalif Ramadan, 
spokesman for the public relations 
department of the fund. 
Members of the fund also asked for 
investigation of University Police 
procedures and urged student support 
of the fund at the press conference. 
SIMONSON SAD) he would ask the 
University Police-Community 
Advisory Committee that an in- 
vestigation be made of University 
Police and their actions during 
Moody's arrest, as well as their 
investigations of two reported rapes 
and attempted rapes last spring. 
He said the city needs a revamping 
of judicial procedures and the 
University needs a revamping of 
campus police procedures. 
Christine X Davis, chairman of the 
defense fond, was asked what 
University administrators have done 
to aid the fun# "We don't fed they 
are doing as much as tbey could." 
she said. "I don't think they have a 
legal obligation, but they have • 
humane obligation to respond." 
Ramadan said immediately 
following Moody's arrest, the 
restrictions limiting visitation In 
dormitories were lifted. The 
vistation   restrictions  were   imposed 
last spring following reports of a 
rape and attempted rape during 
Easter weekend. 
The restrictions were lifted three 
days after Moody's arrest. 
He called the lifting of the 
restrictions a "definite implication" 
of Moody. 
When asked if the fund is con- 
sidering bringing suit against the 
University Police for alleged 
violations of Moody's rights, 
Ramadan refused to comment 
Prior to answering questions from 
the audience, members of the fund 
read statements from various 
organizations in Bowling Green and 
Toledo supporting the fund and 
urging Involvement 
You've heard the end retail when musk Is recorded, but U you 
have wondered wbe decides what music plays when during a 
party, read Mark Sharp's story en private disc Jockey Rookie 
O'Ryan «n page 4 of today's News. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
changing times       the university as a big business 
a^ii«Bllnn    malnrt    am   unsat    kviuu    \rA\   intami«ui    clnnunc ™ Many educatio ajors are upset beca se job Interview sig ps 
for teaching positions regularly are held from 4:30 to 5 p.m.--during 
the time that most student teachers are involved In school activities. 
In order to sign up at 4:30, too, students usually must start 
forming a line at 2. 
Most student teachers, therefore, are forced to miss out on job 
opportunities while those who are not student teaching form lines 
ar<d arc given better interview opportunities. 
This Is particularly unfair considering that student teachers 
traditionally are the ones most in need of immediate jobs, but 
scheduled tiroes make It difficult for them to secure employment 
through the University. 
Since student teachers are not permitted days off, per se, for job 
interviews, they should be given equal chance of interviews and 
times-not last choice. 
There Is no question that the University's career planning, and 
placement office is a One asset to students seeking jobs, but a slight 
revision in scheduling could prove beneficial to education majors, 
especially student teachers, as well as all people using the service. 
There Is terrific competition in today's job market and changing 
placement times will mean all students will have an equal chance of 
getting those available Jobs. 
give tax cuts 
President Carter's recent tax rebate proposal is, to say the least, 
a scheme which would give our staggering economy the boost ft 
needs to start a trend of prosperity. 
Under the plan, practically every man, woman and child ir 
America would receive $50 from the government-including welfare 
and social security recipients who pay no taxes. 
With that boost from the government, consumers would be en- 
couraged to spend more, while at the same time, industry will be 
stimulated to keep producing consumer goods. As a result. It Is 
reasoned: unemployment can be reduced without worsening inflation. 
A similar plan enacted under President Ford yielded favorable 
results and Carter's Idea should even work better because Ford's 
plan did not Include all Americans-just certain taxpayers. 
Working from Carter's proposal, Congress should take immediate 
steps to enact the tax legislator!. 
Eventually, much of the $31.3 billion the government will invest 
In the program will go back to the government In one form or 
another. The whole plan Is quite feasible. 
This S50 tax rebate will benefit those who need the money most- 
the old, underprivileged and students. With more programs like this 
aiding all people, the economy can once more start moving. 
By Sana Fry 
Mi Treadway 
Guest Columnist 
After two and one half years at 
this educational institution of higher 
learning it has come to my attention 
that this place is not, in fact, an 
educational institution of higher 
learning but another representative 
of Big Business. We all know Big 
Businesses make tremendous profits 
and create enormous debts for 
themselves. The question is: Who 
patronizes them and how do they 
acquire their various debts, some of 
which are entirely unnecessary? 
This Big Business to which I am 
referring is quite coincidental^ 
named Bowling Green State 
University. They have recently an- 
nounced their new advertising 
campaign plans. These plans "call" 
for the telephoning of applicants for 
positions In a new department of the 
corporation. This new department 
will carry the title of "The Class of 
1981." 
THE BIG BUSINESS is planning 
on "employing" some 3,400 people 
for this new department. The Big 
Business feels that out of the 
thousands of applications they have, 
and will eventually receive, they will 
not be able to fill their new depar- 
tment to capacity. Therefore, they 
feel that it Is necessary to call some 
3,000 applicants. 
By employing a little false ad- 
vertisement the Big Business plans to 
tell these future employees how 
"Interested" they are In them as 
individuals. Little do the future 
employees know that the Interest 
ends the moment they pay their 
"Employees' Training Fees" of about 
$292 per employee, and their first 
room and board fee to the "Hotel 
Health Center" of about $451 per 
quarter. Once they make their ex- 
penditure the management doesn't 
seem to be "interested" in them 
anymore. 
The only "interests" that seem to 
prevail take on various forms. 
Among these are the changes in the 
requirements for your "promotion." 
Many times an employee finds 
himself with the corporation a little 
longer than he planned. He has 
suddenly discovered that there are 
certain "Job qualifications" that have 
been created and he must fulfill 
them. 
It doesn't matter when he started 
working at the corporation. His 
supervisor just can't understand how 
they overlooked that "qualification." 
After all, the employee should have 
been able to get to his supervisor's 
office during the hour that it was 
open each week. Other "interests" 
that the Big Business shows lie In the 
area of the parking lots surrounding 
it. To be sure, you either know the 
rules, or you pay the penalty. And 
what about those "workrooms" with 
that fantastic air-conditioning system 
named "No Heat Is Cheap." With 
"interests" such as these, what in- 
dividual wouldn't want to be a part 
of these fringe benefits. 
HOWEVER,   BEFORE   the   Big 
Business receives its profits from the 
"Employees' Training Fees" and its 
subsidiary the "Hotel Health Cen- 
ter," from these new employees, the 
Big Business will have entailed a 
great amount of expense In getting 
these new employees to our cor- 
poration. Those one hundred "Phone 
Powerers" will demand full salary, 
as will the specialist from Akron who 
will train our "Powerers" in "ef- 
fective phone use," and of course 
another one of our Big Business 
Buddies, GTE, will want its money 
for services rendered. 
It seems clear that this Big 
Business has misplaced its priorities 
along the line somewhere. It is 
spending its Petty Cash on this 
"Phone Power" project while cutting 
back its hospitalization plan with 
overnight services for its present 
employees (students). 
It Is trying to become the first Big 
Business in' the world to prove that It 
can achieve its "Prime Objective" 
(as outlined in its General Bulletin 
on page three under the heading, 
"The Academic Objectives.") without 
the use of numerous books, reports, 
documents, and reference materials. 
These books, etc., are housed In a 
beautiful eight-story building which 
has recently cut back on it depart- 
mental expenditures. 
RUMOR HAS it, there is not 
enough profit to pay the wages of the 
various employees. Consequently, the 
services rendered by these em- 
ployees, who are not at fault for the 
conditions to which they are now 
subject, are a little less than 
adequate. What about spending a 
little Petty Cash In the area of 
present employee loans? And what 
about those Senior Employees 
(faculty) who could use the money to 
research the various techniques of 
making their jobs in the Big Business 
a little more meaningful and most of 
all, giving them the chance to make 
their Jobs more secure. 
I'm sure the FDPIC would ap- 
preciate the allocation of some extra 
funds in this area to be able to put 
more projects in force. If the money 
must be spent, why not spend it on 
something a little more necessary 
than "Phone Power." 
However if Big Business' plans for 
development of the new department 
fall, it can always raise the price of 
its "Employee's Training Fee," and 
force the present employees to pay 
for all the debts it has acquired 
through operation "Phone power." 
I FIND IT hard to believe that this 
Big Business is in need of applicants 
for its new department I find it hard 
to believe that it is necessary to call 
some 3,000 prospects to fill this new 
department I find it hard to believe 
that the new department cannot be 
filled to Its 3,400 capacity out of the 
numerous thousands who are ap- 
plying. I also find it hard to believe 
that the expense involved will be 
minimal. Even with this fiscal year's 
new sales campaign slogan, "You 
Gotta Believe," I still find it bard to 
believe. 
speaking out 
in defense of criticism 
ByBethResaey 
Theatre Reviewer 
It never falls that on a day when 
one of my play reviews appears In 
the News, several people will 
question my ability as a critic, 
saying that I never like a play. That 
Is not true. I tell those who ask that 
I like a play if it is good. Their 
question then. Invariably, is "Well, 
how do you know what's good?" I 
reply that... 
Criticism is painful because It is so 
subjective: a reviewer can only 
record his impressions, process them 
through his set of values, and make 
a Judgment It is always a matter 
of opinion, arguable because it is one 
lone viewpoint, set up as a standard 
against all others. 
CRITIQUEING A play is a par- 
ticularly difficult assignment because 
there are so many factors Involved in 
staging a production: the actors, the 
script, the directing, lights, costumes 
and setting. A reviewer must look at 
all of these elements to adequately 
rate the play. But there is another 
difficulty In reviewing: each critic 
must set his own standards to enable 
him to compare and then judge-and 
that la the point over which people 
have argued since formal reviewing 
began. 
A reviewer consciously sets 
standards that each play is measured 
against. It may be that if a critic 
gives consistently bad reviews, his 
standards are too high for the 
general talent level he works with 
After all, one cannot expect 
Broadway caliber from the high- 
school spring musical. 
But in the collegiate circle, a 
reviewer should expect more. 
Detractors argue that college talent 
Is untried and only fresh from the 
high-school stage. But it Is also true 
that college Is a training ground-for 
after graduation, the world will 
expect quality performances. 
Therefore, why not set expectations 
high and strive for them If they are 
reached, then the training of the 
college stage Is useful. A critique is 
never meant as a put-down, but as 
constructive criticism. Intended to 
help the performers and back-stage 
people strive for and reach the 
quality level that is taken for granted 
In the "real" world. 
ONCE THE STANDARD Is set, the 
reviewer watches a performance as 
any audience member would, except 
that the reviewer intensely analyzes 
his reactions. If he doesn't like the 
lead actor, why? If he is bored, why? 
If the set looks clumsy, why? And on 
the other side, if the reviewer 
heartily enjoys the play, why Is it? If 
the leading lady is great, why'If the 
atmosphere Is appropriate , why? 
My standards are high because I 
see potential In the theater depart- 
ment that is not being utilized. There 
have been very few plays in the past 
year that have entranced me enough 
to make me forget to scribble notes 
during a performance, yet that is my 
expectation every time I enter the 
theater. I expect the actors to 
become their character so thoroughly 
that I do not make a distinction 
between the person and the part; I 
expect the director to pace the show 
with intelligent blocking. 
I expect the sets to be appropriate 
down to the smallest detail: I expect 
the costumes to be well-made and 
fitting to each character. I expect the 
lights to set the mood but yet be 
generally unobtrusive; I expect the 
script to not intrude upon my con- 
sciousness in any absurd or in- 
consistent manner, and I expect any 
music to be appropriate and com- 
petently performed. Very few, if any. 
of   the   recent   productions   have 
fulfilled those expectations. 
YET IF ONE does not set stan- 
dards, how can a play be deemed 
success or failure And If the ex- 
pectations are not high, what in- 
centive is there to strive for the 
best 
I refuse to lower my standards 
because I have seen glimpses of 
great talent The potential is there- 
Bowling Green can have quality 
theater if it tries. 
'GOOD MOW^MK.BWENf... AMP YOU ON <X0? WM NOW.'' 
Letters 
let's hear from you 
The News wtlneni •peak* tram Its readers ■ the fart* ef tetters to 
the safer wMck caaaseat ea pabUsked ctkunat, editorial psttey sr aay 
eater taste ef Interest 
All letters skaald be typewritten aad triple spaced. They mast be 
■Igaed aad the aauWt address aad phase Banker mast be adwaed for 
VCfaflCStMtV 
Letters eaa be seat to: Utters to the Editor, The BG News, IN 
atverasry Has. 
The News reserves the right ta reject aad tetters a pattens af tetters 
a* they are deemed la bad taste a mellrtoai Na aarsiaal attacks a 
■aae-calliag wlD be pabUsbed. 
Readers wishing to sabmlt gaest celaaus shaaM fellow a ilmlliar 
rec center 
This article will hopefully serve 
two purposes. Most importantly, It 
will Inform students and faculty 
members who are not already aware 
of the unfortunate results of poor 
facilities. Secondly, and of lesser 
importance, I will be permitted to 
blow off a little steam. 
A new recreation facility is under 
construction on our campus. Although 
It will be very beneficial and en- 
tertaining for the most part, the 
track sector will be a waste of the 
students' and faculties' money. The 
track will be useless to the track 
team due to Us size and construction, 
the construction being very similar to 
the inadequate and Inefficient track 
In the men's gym. 
The BGSU track team has turned 
the other cheek and put up with its 
lack of sufficient indoor facilities. 
Surprisingly good performances by 
team members have evolved through 
gut determination. However, along 
with turning the other cheek have 
come blisters, shinsplits, and our 
latest blow-a broken leg. 
Junior, Jeff Opelt, got off to a 
superb start in las specialty, the pole 
vault, last weekend by clearing IS 
feet and capturing fourth place In the 
Eastern Michigan Invitational. Not 
only did be look promising in the 
vault but also as a decathlete. He 
now sits looking at a cast on his 
right teg. The broken teg Is the result 
of attempting to practice his event on 
a much too short runway made of 
cement In the ice arena. 
Jeff is a determined athlete, but 
won't be able to show It, at least this 
indoor season. 
It may sound a little melodramatic, 
but think of It this way. I doubt that 
you'll ever hear one of BG's star 
football players say he broke his 
ankle because he has to practice In a 
rutted cow pasture! 
Jim McCracken 
335 Rogers 
motives 
Regarding the recent proposals in 
SGA to Investigate the actions of the 
campus police, there seems to be one 
major Saw—the supporters of the 
proposal are always on the ready to 
bring up their prime example, Mr. 
PaulX Moody. 
It may be true that Mr. Moody's 
case was handled improperly by the 
campus police, but constant use of 
him as an example closes off com- 
munication lines. The Moody case 
has been over-played, and despite 
claims on either side to the negative, 
it always boils down to a question of 
black-white relations. 
The'truth of the matter Is that an 
Investigation should be done fa the 
benefit of the entire student body, not 
fa just one person. 
I fully support an Investigation of 
police activities, but it is a fruitless 
effort on the part of the proposal's 
supporters If they continue to carry 
Paul X Moody's picture as their 
banner. 
It must be remembered that not all 
great causes need a martyr. 
Paul Biter 
2723114th 
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Hunt parole sought 
WASHINGTON (AP)--Watergate 
conspirator E. Howard Hunt will be 
released from prison Feb. 25 if he takes 
car* of a $10,000 fine still pending 
against him, the U.S. Parole Com- 
mission announced yesterday. 
The commission granted Hunt's 
petition for parole from a prison term 
of X months to eight years for his role 
in planning the June 1*71 break-in at 
Democratic National Headquarters in 
the Watergate building. 
But the commission approved the 
parole only if Hunt pays the fine or 
makes other arrangements with the 
court to dispose of it 
Justice Department spokesman Dean 
St Dennis said if Hunt Is unable to pay 
the fine, he could Hie a financial 
statement with a federal prosecutor who 
would refer it to the court Under this 
procedure, a federal Judge could decide 
whether to reduce the fine, eliminate it 
entirely, or adopt some arrangement 
requiring payment on the installment 
plan. 
Labor chief okayed 
The Senate yesterday confirmed Ray 
Marshall as secretary of labor, thus 
completing action on President Carter's 
Cabinet 
The vote was 73 to at. 
During a Senate debate of several 
hours yesterday on the nomination, 
conservatives criticised Marshall for 
being too dose to organized labor and 
for favoring repeal of state right-to-work 
laws, a major priority of the AFL-CIO. 
Marshall, a 48-year-old University of 
Texas economist, also was criticized for 
favoring expansion of picketing rights 
for construction unions. 
Sen. Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah) told the 
Senate that Sen. Strom Thurmond (R- 
S.C.) had been promised by Marshall 
that he would not actively advocate 
unionization of the military, repeal of 
right-to-work laws or expansion of 
construction workers' powers. He said 
be hoped this was not an idle promise 
made Just to win confirmation. 
Rep. Sikes ousted 
Proponents of a tough ethics code for 
members of Congress claimed a major 
victory yesterday as House Democrats 
voted by a 2-1 margin to oust Rep. 
Robert L. F. Sikes of Florida from a 
key subcommittee chairmanship. 
The challenge to Sikes' control of a 
panel that annually doles out millions 
for construction of military facilities 
grew out of a reprimand given him by 
the House last year for misuse of In- 
fluence in certain financial dealings. 
But the overwhelming edge by which 
Sikes lost, on a vote of 189 to 93, sur- 
prised even the most optimistic mem- 
bers of the reform group which viewed 
the case as pivotal to its hopes to create 
a strict code of conduct for legislators 
this year. 
Welfare study planned 
The   new    secretary   of   health, 
education and welfare announced plans 
yesterday for a major study of the U.S. 
welfare system to produce recom- 
mendations on bow President Carter 
should carry out bis campaign pledge to 
overhaul aid programs for the poor. 
Secretary Joseph A. Califano Jr. said 
the recommendations win go to Carter 
by May 1. 
Califano, in his first news conference 
as head of the government's largest 
department, said be will take respon- 
sibility for making the decisions on 
what specific reforms will be proposed. 
Mondale to see Pope 
Vice President Walter F. Mondale 
flew to Rome yesterday for talks with 
Italian leaders and Pope Paul VI after 
visiting West Berlin where he denounced 
the wall dividing the city. 
"We can only pray that progress will 
see the day when this kind of wall will 
disappear and that all people will be 
able to share the values that we 
cherish, such as freedom and 
democracy," he said. 
On arrival in Italy on the third lag of 
the 10-day tour of major U.S. allies, the 
vice president pledged that the cor- 
nerstone of U.S. foreign policy must be 
"close cooperative relations with our 
Spanish strike continues 
Natural gas suppliers are forbidden to 
shut off service to residential customers 
for any reason except safety until after 
March 31, the Public Utilities Com- 
mission of Ohio ordered yesterday. 
The commission, which Is now 
meeting daily to deal with Ohio's energy 
shortage, adopted the order because of 
the "severity of the winter and the 
possible consequences." 
The action followed a suspension 
earlier in the day by Gov. Rhodes of 
regulations that forbid burning of hhjh- 
sulfur Ohio coal 
Natural gas supplies have run so 
short that gas companies have curtailed 
service to industrial and commercial 
users, Including schools. Utility 
executives and government officials are 
predicting that most Ohio schools and a 
majority of industry may have, to dose 
unless residential customers begin a 
serious conservation program. 
Gas shutoff nixed 
The Supreme Court has sent back to 
federal courts In Ohio a case of alleged 
racial discrimination by housing of- 
ficials in Toledo 
In a brief order Tuesday, the Justices 
told the lower courts to review 
allegations of housing discrimination 
which In 1974 ted one Judge to declare 
that city officiate had displayed 
"bigotry, intolerance and selfishness at 
its worst" 
The high court said the case should be 
reviewed in light of its recent ruling in 
an Arlington Heights, 111., discrimination 
case. 
The court's majority in that-case said 
racial imbalance ia not necessarily the 
result of discrimination and that persons 
charging discrimination must be able to 
prove that It was Intentional. 
Carter faces global problems 
Energy emergency-tale of two cities 
COLUMBUS-The question for Columbus schools In this energy shortage is not 
whether to close, but bow to keep pipes from freezing and floors from *»"*"fg 
when dasses end, Supt. John Ellis said yesterday. 
"It appears the dosing of schools will be inevitable," said Ellis, whose system 
does not have enough gas remaining to keep schools even st maintenance levels. 
"We're trying to secure enough gas from Independent producers to enable us to 
keep the buildings from freezing up." 
The Columbus system baa enough gas remaining in its winter heating allotment 
to operate schools for its 96,000 students only until Feb. 17, Ellis said. 
But at that time, there would be no more gas until April 3, when the winter 
season officially ends, he said. 
The Columbus system could not use propane to supplement its gas allocation like 
Dayton schools because the system lacks the necessary conversion equipment, Ellis 
said. 
Tt, avoid having to "mothball" schools, or prepare them to survive without heat, 
Ellis said the system should close now and remain closed until the new allocation 
begins in April. 
But closing schools for that many days would make tt Impossible to complete the 
112 days required by the state before the June 30 deadline, be said. 
i 
DAYTON-Wtth some advanced planning and quick action, Dayton Public Schools 
are pi spared to avoid the crisis that faces most Ohio schools-closure because gas 
supplies are exhausted, officials said yesterday. 
Dayton school Supt John R Maxwell said the sy*em has enough fuel to keep its 
40,000 students in school -for the remainder of the winter by mixing natural gas 
with propane gas purchased a few weeks ago. 
"Of course, If they have to dose all the General Motors plants and our other 
large industries, tt would be pretty bard for as to keep schools open If we thought 
it might be taking Jobs away," Maxwell said. 
Dayton sjjpols earner refused a request by state officials to voluntarily dose for 
30 days, ichool administrators from across the state are srhednled to mast today 
with state officials in Columbus to discuss the Impending school closures. 
But while some school systems face Immediate closings, Dayton has the option to 
stay open due to fast action Maxwell credits to business manager Walter Spurgeon. 
Spurgeon said be dedded some action was necessary whan Dayton Power k 
Light Co. announced on Jan. I curtailments to M par cent of the 1971 winter 
allocation. 
The system bought U million gallons of propane rod, or enough to stretch gas 
curtailments of 50 per cent through the heating season. 
By Artaar L. Gavahsa 
Associated Press Writer 
WASrimUTON-President 
Carter confronts a host of 
global political problems 
that demand urgent at- 
tention with kibitzing 
diplomats cautioning that 
"when Washington sneezes 
the whole world catches 
odd." 
Adversaries and allies 
alike are awaiting the 
Carter performance to 
assess what manner of 
man he is and where his 
policies may lead the 
nation. 
Issues before him are a 
mix of strategy and 
politics, money and oil 
They range from his 
stated resolve first to curb 
the American-Soviet 
nuclear arms race, then to 
stop the spread of those 
weapons. In Cuba be has s 
U.S. blockade on Ms hand' 
In southern Africa he alms 
to end the escalating black- 
white race war. 
CARTER'S   PRIORITIES 
are not confined to the 
politics of power. He Is 
honor-bound by campaign 
pledges to work for the lost 
rights and dignity of 
millions of little people 
around the world. This 
does not foreshadow In- 
terfering in the affairs of 
oppressor-countries of the 
extreme left or right. 
It does mean using 
America's considerable 
political and even trading 
leverage to achieve a 
fairer, Juster, safer and 
freer world. 
Topping Carter's political 
agenda are five matters d 
immediate     global    Im- 
portance. They Involve VS. 
dealings with Russia; 
meetings to promote the 
sesrch for peace between 
feuding Arab and Israeli 
leaders; talks to normalize 
relations with China; 
completion of a new 
Panama Canal Treaty; and 
ending the disarray within 
the North Atlantic (NATO) 
through Washington and 
Vice President Walter F. 
Mondale helping out by 
undertaking special 
missions to Europe and 
Asia. 
Here's a rundown d the 
new President's five top 
priorities: 
1. STRATEGIC Anns 
Limitstion Talks (SALT) 
President Carter 
Alliance. 
A pileup of pressing 
economic and political 
questions will crowd 
Carter's calendar through 
the year with a parade d 
visiting    rulers    passing 
with the Soviet Union for a 
second-phase pact to 
replace the initial accord 
that expires in October. 
The problems are complex. 
It will take more than 
smiles   and   handshakes 
between Carter and Leonid 
Brezhnev to remove the 
mistrust 
Carter Is likely soon to 
send s special envoy to 
Moscow to start the 
process of negotiating a 
new pact that will, if aU 
goes well, culminate with 
Sovld leader Brezhnev 
coming to Washington 
around September. New 
weapons systems have 
rendered the SALT I deal 
obsolete. Americana now 
can produce the cheap and 
flexible "Cruise" missile 
for tactical or strategic 
use. 
t. ACTION to speed the 
search for a Mideast 
peace. First Secretary of 
State Cyrus -D. Vance will 
visit the region early in 
February to sniff the 
political air. Then leaders 
d the frontline Arab states 
and Israel will be asked to 
Wsshington from mid- 
February into March. 
This will enable Carter to 
assess If there Is scope for 
a U.S. initiative for 
'resumed negotiations, 
presumably in Geneva, If 
he thinks conciliation Is 
possible. A mid-May Israeli 
election could, however, 
delay any peace-making 
parley. 
3.   DURING   APRIL   a 
ranking Chinese emissary 
will be asked here as part 
of a movement to resume 
the stalled approach 
toward a normalized 
relationship with Peking's 
new rulers. The Chinese 
already have sent signals 
suggesting Carter may not 
have to face the painful 
decision on how and 
whether to disengage from 
U.S. commitments to 
support and defend the 
16.000,000 Taiwanese. 
4. MOVE TO complete 
the 11-year negotiations 
with Panama for • new 
Canal Treaty, hopefully by 
the end of April. Unlike 
former President Gerald 
Ford, Carter seems randy 
to yield substantial control 
of the land, waters and 
operational control of the 
waterway to Panama 
provided primary U.S. 
responsibility for Canal 
defense is preserved until 
about the year 2.000 
..I. PLANS to cope with 
perhaps the most delicate 
challenge facing the 
member-nations d NATO- 
how best, without actually 
interfering, to check the 
advances that are being 
made by West European 
Communist parties towards 
places In their national 
governments. 
The new-style, trendy 
Communists of Italy got 
within grasp d a share in 
government test year. This 
spring Communists and 
Socialists of France are 
working to improve on 
their 1974-73 advances In 
local or municipal elec- 
tions. 
If the new teft front wins 
control d France's national 
Parliament in 1978 It could 
pose a major constitutional 
crisis in that country and 
threaten U.S. interests. 
This Is why NATO 
leaders. Carter Included, 
think it's so important to 
bolster the wobbly 
economies d Italy, Spain, 
Portugal, France, even 
Britain too-on the premise 
that Red* do best in times 
d travail 
Popular Press publishes variety of books 
By BUI Lammen 
Asst Copy Editor 
Whst do you do if you 
pioneer a field d study and 
have no source for texts 
and reference materials? 
Begin your own printing 
company, that's what 
The Bowling Green 
University Popular Press, 
with offices In 100 
University Hall, baa 
published more than 70 
books since its creation as 
a book publisher in 1970. 
The Press began in 1967 by 
publishing "Journal of 
Popular Culture," a 
quarterly devoted to essays 
about popular culture. 
Pat Browne, business 
manager d the Popular 
Press and wife d Dr. Ray 
B. Browne, chairman of 
the      popular      culture 
department, said the press 
is run on a non-profit 
basis, but not at a loss. 
"WE SPEND ALL we 
make," Browne said, "but 
not more than we make." 
The books they publish 
vary from collections of 
science fiction and 
westerns to texts on the 
study of popular culture 
and commentaries on films 
and literature. 
Browne sdd the majority 
d the authors published by 
the Popular Press are 
members d the academic 
world They come from all 
across the U.S., and one 
author is from England 
The authors are not 
sought out by the Press; 
manuscripts arrive un- 
solicited. Occasionally an 
editor Is sought for a 
collection     of     stories, 
Browne said. 
BROWNE LISTS three 
"bestsellers" from the 
Popular Press-each sold 
shout 8,000 copies. These 
are "SF: The Other Side d 
Realism," "Icons of 
Popular Culture" and "The 
Six-Gun Mystique." The 
latter two books were 
among the first three 
printed by the Press in 
1970. 
Browne said the decision 
whether or nd to publish a 
manuscript Is based not 
entirely on artistic merits, 
but whether the Press can 
recoup its investment 
"We send the manuscript 
out to readers," she said 
"If three readers think tt is 
publlshable, we will then 
consider the economics." 
The Press has three 
books currently In 
production. "Approaches to 
Popular   Culture"   deals 
with American popular 
culture from a British 
viewpoint. "Dreamer* Who 
Live Their Dreams" Is • 
criticism d the novels of 
Ross MacDonald "Outlaw 
Aesthetics" theorizes that 
all the popular arts are 
outcast by the elite society. 
Browne calls "Irving 
Wsllsce: A Writer'* 
Profile" a book she 
initially expeded to seU 
well, but did not 
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Private eaterprlse disc Jockey Rookie O'Ryan COM a rccard 
darlag a performance at a greek kitw. 
Separated from the daaee Hear, disc Jockey Raakle O'Ryan caatrals the ea- 
tcrtalament (or a UaivenKy greek eveal 
Disc jockey plays varied tunes 
Hi».»limu by  M«to KWn 
Durtag a brief pause la the settee, O'Ryan relaxes 
■• be prepares for the aext art at soap. 
By Mark Sharp 
Staff Reporter 
Headphones on, leaning 
back In his chair, Rookie 
O'Ryan searches for the 
song. Ten seconds later, 
he has it located on tape 
and la ready to play it 
A slight pause, the tint 
few notes of the neat song 
are heard. 'Squeals of 
approval from girls on the 
dance Door All the room. 
A one-word description of 
Rookie O'Ryan is 
"calculated." Contrary to 
many other sound systems 
and disc Jockeys on 
campus, O'Ryan, a senior, 
plans his music in advance 
of his gigs, specific dates 
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on which he Is hired to 
play- 
O'RYAN    GIVES     bis 
audiences constantly up- 
dated music. "I spend a 
minimum of five noun a 
week Just writing down 
songs and working on 
recording new tapes back 
at my apartment," be said. 
However, O'Ryan noted 
that keeping up with the 
latest in music trends Is 
difficult "Hardly a week 
goes by without new 
releases being aired on 
radio. Unfortunately, these 
releases are often 
unavailable on record until 
a later date." 
O'Ryan's business par- 
tner is Douglas W. Hock, a 
University graduate and 
his Sigma Phi Epsllon 
fraternity brother. "Doug 
works at a dance bar In 
Fremont called Capone's. 
Basically, he works as a 
disc Jockey and the music 
he plays there is paid for 
by the management and 
owners. Therefore, Doug 
and I have ready access to 
the latest music," O'Ryan 
said. 
His format is quite 
different from many other 
campus disc Jockeys. "I 
try to emphasise disco-type 
dancing music rather than 
rock 'n' roll. Individuals 
who hire me know what 
they're getting and a vast 
majority of them prefer 
disco music to rock 'n' rod 
music." 
ALTHOUGH   MOST   of 
O'Ryan's audiences react 
favorably to bis format, 
some problems exist. 
According to O'Ryan, some 
people still want to hear 
rock and roll songs and 
keep requesting them until 
he plays them. 
"At some gigs where the 
audience isn't used to disco 
music, I have to play a 
transition period of music. 
During this time I play 
some older songs plus 
some rock 'n' roll tunes in 
order to satisfy the 
audience. I try to mix up 
my music to combine 
request with the usual 
disco tunes. However, the 
people who request songs 
are usually the ones with 
the least patience. 
"A lot of personal 
judgment Is Involved with 
request. Although they 
may be legitimate, 
timeliness must be con- 
sidered as well as the 
evening's format of 
music," be said. 
ACCORDING TO O'Ryan, 
a good disc Jockey can 
control the tempo of a 
party. "The seasons often 
dictate what kind of music 
I'll play. For example, 
when warmer weather 
comes around, such as the 
middle of spring quarter, 
playing Beach Boys' songs 
always goes over welL In 
contrast, I play a lot of 
slow songs during winter 
quarter because people like 
to be close together and 
warm." 
"You have to get a feel 
for the crowd in order to 
do a good Job. If you play 
a great dar.ee song at the 
wrong time, no matter 
what the song is, it Just 
won't go over well." 
O'Ryan explained that 
early in a party, playing 
basically unfamiliar songs 
is the best policy because 
"everyone is standing by 
the kegs of beer and 
drinking rather than 
dancing." 
He has been playing for 
parties since last winter 
quarter using sound 
systems with an average 
retail value of 13.000. 
"There is the. potential 
for five sound systems 
from the equipment that 
my partner and I pnasass, 
along with other In- 
dividuals," O'Ryan said. 
"In other words, on any 
given night, I can have 
systems of mine playing in 
five different locations." 
O'RYAN'S gigs range 
from fraternity and 
sorority teas to date 
parties and dormitory beer 
blasts. "I've played at 
Happy Hours in the 
University Union and even 
wing parties in dorms." 
However, O'Ryan prefers 
to play for greek events. 
"The greek market la 
much greater than any 
other because it has both 
the steady need and money 
for sound systems," he 
said. 
"Dorms have organised 
parties less frequently than 
greeks, thus their need to 
hire someone to work a 
sound system Is limited. 
Events such as beer blasts 
are very infrequent so the 
market I try to get is the 
greek one. 
"Although the cost for 
my services may be 
slightly higher in some 
cases than my competition, 
I feel that I'm Justified in 
charging more because,my 
customers get more Worn 
me. 
Although he says he 
won't deny that the money 
is important, "I obviously 
enjoy what I'm doing. 
Otherwise, I wouldn't work 
so hard to try and please 
people." 
Hustler publisher must face Clncy trial 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Tbe Supreme Court ruled 
unanimously yesterday against prohibiting the obscenity 
trial of Hustler magaiine publisher Larry Flynt and his 
associates in Cincinnati. 
Herald Price Fabringer, a New York attorney assisting 
with the Hustler defense, had argued earlier yesterday 
that Hamilton County authorities have no Jurisdiction to 
charge Hustler publisher Larry Flynt and bis associates 
since none of the defendants works or lives in that 
county. 
Testimony in the trial in Cincinnati began this week 
after two weeks of Jury selection. Tuesday's testimony In 
that city centered on printing and distribution of the sex- 
oriented magazine during which Common Pleas Court 
Judge William J. Morrissey granted immunity to eight 
prosecution witnes.se*. 
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Library machines helps students 
ByGailHerr. 
SUlf Reperter 
With midterms Just 
•round ifce corner, students 
should be enthusiastic 
•bout • few new machines 
In the library which can 
help them save time while 
studying and researching. 
One machine, a flche-to- 
fiche reproducer, makes a 
duplicate of a master copy 
In only • few seconds. 
Fiche is one of four types 
of microforms and Is 
developed onto a small 
rectangle vescular film. 
"If a person Is doing in- 
depth research, It can be 
valuable to them to have 
Ss*r own copy of Bche so 
they don't have to worry 
about someone else using It 
when they need It," said 
Deborah K. Delullls of toe 
library reference staff. 
She explained that the 
machine Is located in the 
reference office and can 
only be operated by bar or 
■ student employe. It costs 
10 cents for each fiche 
reproduction. 
Many reports important 
to students in education 
courses are stored on 
microfiche, as art many 
articles about urban affairs 
compiled from ISO of the 
Copycat Deberaa K. Detains deaassartrates the new Mebe-U-ncae reproducer carraany la use at the Library. Ike laaJnsatat, carreatry an loan, wfll be raited B It is wd 
•flea i— 
UPCAC urges more interaction 
Frauj page 1 
"We want students to come to students with their 
complaints," Burris said. 
University Police I.t. Dean Gerkens said that in order 
to Investigate allegations, the police need specific dates, 
tiroes and places of the incident If students come in 
with complaints from many months ago, it may be Im- 
possible to check these allegations, he added. 
"IT'S VERY necessary to go back to last year," Burris 
said. "The only way you can find out what your 
mistakes were is to go back historically and correct 
them." 
Charles D. Smith, senior, suggested establishing a 
student liaison between the students and the University 
Police. 
"I think it's very important that we have some type of 
thing set up for students to bring their complaints to," 
Simonson said. "The students do not trust Bowling 
Green State University police." 
"This is the attitude a great number of students have 
of the police department is that they have nothing to do," 
Burris said. 
HOWEVER, according to Daoust, a poll taken In May, 
197S snowed that University students were impressed with 
the department and Its work. 
"Students polled stated they had no major complaints," 
Daoust said. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
SR-56 
•89.50 
SR-52 
•188.50 
(Texas residents only add sales tax.) 
Coupon lor 2 free program libraries with each machine. 
Tl CALCULATORS 
Business Analyst     33.50 SR-51 II 57.50 
SR-40                      34.50 PC-100 155.50 
AC/DC Adaptor 1 yr. Tl warranty 
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 528-6050, ext. 2022 
Maalar charge BAC * 
Expiration data  
SOLID STATE 
P.O. Box 47325 
Dallas, Tex. 75247 
(Ptaaaa add S3.00 handang charge) 
Wear it 
Proudly! 
It's your college ring. 
Come in and see us about it soon. 
JfcLEVERS 
125 N. Main 
' \ . , , 
Spodol  Hours  due  to 
7 
enargjl 
■Vocal Briefs 
"We're using our resources to the best of our ability." 
Thomas D. Klein, assistant professor of English then 
proposed that someone acceptable to the University 
Police and the student body be appointed liaison by 
UPCAC 
At the next meeting, Kelin said be would like to have a 
list of names of persons eligible to be the liaison. 
Klein also proposed opening the ride-along and walk- 
along programs to members of the Latin Student Union, 
BSU and SGA.  The resolution was adopted unanimously. 
Simonson urged the University Police to document 
complaints against the department, and that disciplinary 
moves be taken against improper actions. 
"Students want to know that disciplinary actions are 
going to be taken," be said. 
Daoust questioned whether intimidation was a crime, 
bat added that disciplinary actions would be taken if 
complaints of improper police activities were true. 
j^UrSfclaWraVrBVIMflaVIMTrWa'taa^TTWraWaamwTTsiWffl 
I Bowling Green State University 
IhH World Cntoral Affairs 
prmstnts 
JAZZ CONCERT 
The Stanley Cowell Trio      p|u* Jimmy Heath 
also appearing BGSU's own EMANON 
at 3 p.m. Sunday January 30, 1977 
BGSU Grand Ballroom 
Blood drive 
The University Red Cross will bold Its quarterly 
blood drive 10 a.m. to 345 p.m. Feb. 1, t and I hi the 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
Appointments can be made by calling 372-2775 
between 8 am. and 5 p.m. Monday. 
The Red Cross will need 10 pints of B positive blood, 
15 pints of A negative blood and all the O positive 
blood it can get on Feb. 1 for open heart surgery. 
Correction 
Yesterday's issue of the News carried a story about 
a concert sponsored by the Christian Fellowship. R 
was incorrectly reported that the concert was being 
sponsored by the University United Christian 
Fellowship. 
Scalping 
Reports have been made that some individuals have 
purchased large quantities of tickets for the upcoming 
Jeff Beck concert with the Intention of reselling them 
for a profit. The Union Activities Organisation is 
reminding potential scalpers that anyone caught will 
be arrested and prosecuted. 
nation's largest 
newspapers, Del uliis said. 
Another time-saver 
located In the reference 
office Is a photocopier that 
makes copies from both 
microfiche and microfilm, 
Delullls said. A 41-hour 
notice for use of the 
photocopier Is requested. 
This service Is II cents a 
copy- 
Many major newspapers, 
such as The New York 
Times, the Washington 
Post and the Chicago 
Tribune, are on microfilm. 
Persons can view 
microfilm and microfiche 
In the library's microforms 
room. 
De lulils explained that 
the     library     is     ex- 
perimenting with a 
microfiche photocopier. 
Located on the first floor 
of the library, the machine 
waa donated by the A.B. 
Dick Co. for use this 
quarter "to see if people 
are willing to take time to 
do It (make copies) 
themselves." 
The library may rent It 
on a permanent basis if It 
is used often. Detains said. 
"If they want something 
like this they should come 
in now," she said. "We 
have to know if there's a 
demand for it or net" 
Students who need help 
operating the machine 
should ask tor asslstsnce 
at the periodicals desk, 
Delullls said 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
■MIDNIGHT MOVIES 
.. . SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE I 
(IF YOU'RE BETWEEN THE AGES OF 14 AND 35T) 
/^THESTOKY Tl WTsTOO W6l0 KEEP; 77-, 
TnEnmillArSTOOI^roRlllEArREiiiiiiL 
Pact t, The BG Newt, Tkersday, Jest. *7, 1877 
Basic English course created 
Academic Council U considering the creation of an 
English 110 courae for studenta who need inatruction in 
bejic writing skills. 
Studenta who previously were enrolled in sections of 
English 111A will be assigned to English 110 beginning 
this  summer  if  the   new   courae   la   approved. 
Wallace L. Pretzer, chairman of the general studies 
writing committee, said a national decline in writing 
skills of incoming college freshmen requires the creation 
of a course other than English 111. 
"Many studenta currently In English 111 find they are 
moving into complicated writing too soon," he said. 
THE PROPOSED English 110 would place more em- 
phasis on sentence structure than does English HI, ac- 
Miami U's 'redskin' now official 
' OXFORD, Ohio (AP)-It's 
no longer in bad taste to 
cheer an Indian at Miami 
University. At least, lt'a 
all right as long as he's 
been officially endorsed. 
The Miami Indiana of 
Oklahoma have authorized 
Miami University to call 
its team "Redskins." nay 
also hare assured 
university officials they 
have no objection to the 
school having an Indian 
dancer appear at athletic 
events   as   long   as   the 
dances were authentic and 
respectful to Indian 
tradition. 
University officials. In 
turn, have assured tribal 
officials that the revival of 
the tradition for university 
New Hot Pepper Rings - A taste 
sensation that's great on any pizza - And 
they're always free 
•TONITE* 
Order a hot ppf-Wfc crust pizza- 
we'll SON! yoi a part ol Coke 
'S - 3S2-5221 
WASHINGTON 
Look to 
your 
future. 
Tasks stock in Asperse*. 
Now interviewing 
sophomores 
for management 
>rtunities • •it i r 
The United States Army is inter- 
viewing sophomores for future positions 
as Army officers. 
Applicants are required to participate 
in a six-week summer program at Fort 
Knox, Ky., to qualify for college ROTC 
courses next year. Pay for the six weeks 
is nearly $500, plus travel, room and 
board. 
Students who complete the summer 
training and enter ROTC as juniors will 
accept active duty and reserve obliga- 
tions upon graduation. 
For an interview appointment, contact: 
John O'Nefl 
151 Memorial Hall 
372-2477 
cording to Pretter. Students enrolled in the proposed 
- ourse would receive four credit hours and move to 
either English 111 or 112. 
Most of the discussion centered on giving credit hours 
to students enrolled in English 110. 
"I don't think we should provide credit hours to courses 
designed to correct basic deficiences," Michael C. Fetzer, 
academic affairs committee of the Student Government 
Association (SGA) member, said. 
Another student, David E. Webb, said he believes 
credit hours should be given to English 110 students as 
motivation for improvement 
"If they know It counts for something, it's going to 
provide motivation," he said. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
I Direction in 
music 
4 Force 
9 Dressing ingre 
dient 
13 Gambling game 
14 Unsophisticated 
15 Loyal 
16 Like some 
ba varans 
TTTi 
17 Brawl: Phrase 
It Sewing imple- 
ment 
21 Wander 
22 Facial ornaments 
26 Beast of burden 
26 Wading bird 
28 Poetic contrac- 
tion 
30 The (Ire: Fr 
34 Ovar|y 
36 Absentminded 
one 
38 Relative of 
Mmes. 
30 Suffix of agency 
40 Printing mistake 
42 Town near 
Arnhem 
43 A long time 
46 Wardrobe 
46 Norse goddess I 
events will be "In keeping 
with high standards of 
Indian custom." 
THE MASCOT of athletic 
teams, "Chief Miami," 
makes his reappearance 
Saturday at the Miami- 
Eastern Michigan 
basketball game. 
Several years ago, the 
Miami "Redskins" went 
the way of the Stanford 
Indian and symbols from 
many other schools which 
were discarded because of 
complaints that they were 
demeaning to the American 
Indian. 
47 Famous water- 
color ist 
4» Possessive 
50 Vaults 
52 Tiny Bound 
54 Usher 
56 Acolytes' 
places 
50 Galley marks 
62 Pass 
65 Concerning 
66 Heavy blow: 
Slang 
67 Fictional ship 
68 Environmental 
set 
60 Foreman 
70 Equipped 
71 Diffident 
DOWN 
1 Countenance 
2 Pirate 
3 Farmers con- 
cern 
4 Deduce 
5 Impair 
6 Jumble. In prin- 
ter's parlance 
7 Twain's "  
Diary" 
8 Southpaw a nick- 
26 Source of power 
27 South Pacific 
island group 
29 Withdraw 
51 World War II 
group 
32 Was a 
Ls*ry- 
33 Customers 
36 Pray: Let. 
37 Play about 
robots 
41 Perk 
44 Mothers'helpers 
48 Tidy 
51 Nests 
53 heath plant 
55 Behaved 
56 Florence's river 
57 Dregs 
58 Mark 
60 City on the Hud- 
son 
61 Salt:Fr. 
62 Watch pocket 
63 Kipling character 
64 Compass pt 
HfYMK nmi 
9 Crawl and others 
10 Asian see 
11 Kittiwake 
12 Moray 
13 Flipper's cousin 
18 Spoken 
20 Romantic opera 
of 1883 
24 Part of 
S.P.Q.R. 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeaif 
A muuaasAea/ranm. 
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BKAKJH6 POtUH IN 
/ MIAMI1 
evrHouevvese ' 
SWORSOCKUP    ,,„,., 
BMUSHeS-MBT-    ***** 
A OMSK ! 
■ 1    ,1 
AFiNALVOKPTOTHEUtSE. 
BBOONE: IUH6NR&ORTH6 
SALAOBS. Autos TmrruKerr 
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IKOMS"! 
UTS SAY WUKSU&Xa EARNS 
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Classifieds 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
SPIRITS   ft   TRADITIONS   BOARD  MEETING,   RM.   106  BA 
BLDG. 6 P.M. ALL MEMBERS MUST ATTEND 
RIDES 
Ride needed to Wash.. D.C. 
or surround, area. Any 
weekend. Call 352 3421. 
LOST ft FOUND 
1 M. lo tubl. apt. tpr. qtr. 
Ridge Manor: own bar 10 
sec. from campus. 352-2271. 
F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. 
Univ. VIII. Mary Jo 352 4224. 
FOUND German Shepherd 
Pup Call 352 00*0 
SERVICES OFFERED 
HABEEBA'S IMS Tiffin 
Ave.. Findlay, Ohio. 
Enrolling now for February 
belly dencing classes. The 
fun way to exercise! Call 
423 2241. 
Expert typing reasonable 
rates 352-7305. 
Typing Services (Incl. 
resumes} avail. My name. 
Reasonable 174-8435 or 8*3- 
2152. 
HELP WANTED 
COUNSELORS: CAMP 
WAZIYATAH FOR OIRLS, 
HARRISON. MAINE. 
OPENINOS: Tennis (varsity 
or skilled players); Swim- 
ming (WSD. Boating. 
Canoeing. Sailing; Water- 
skiing; Pioneering ft Trips; 
Photography for Yearbook, 
Seamstress for Theatre 
costumes; Secretary! 
Registered Nurse. Season 
June 76 to August 21. Write 
(enclose details as to your 
skills, Interests, etc.) 
Director. Box 153 Great 
Neck. NY. 1VJ22. Telephone 
514-412-4323 
Needed l babysitter Man. ft 
Thurs. 8:30-3:30. Toes. I » 
2:10. Wed 1:30-10:30 and PH. 
130 1:30. Contact Angela 
Bell, 831 7th St. Apt. 4. 
WANTED 
1 F. Rmmte. needed for spr. 
qtr. Call 352 3257. 
PERSONALS 
Do you have extra money 
from your Income tax 
returns? DJ's Bike Shop Is 
having a sale you can't miss. 
From now til the end of 
Jan., 10 per cent OFF on all 
bikes. Peugeot, Fugl, 
Raleigh, viscount. DJ Shops 
115 W. Merry Ave. 35WIS7. 
U.A.G.   PRESENTS:    Burt 
Reynolds, Lisa Minnein end 
Gene Hackman star in this 
wisecracking, romantic inn's 
adventure   of    an   orange- 
wlgged widow and her two 
buddies who run booie up 
from Mexico to California. 
PLACE - 210 Math,Science 
DATE    Jan. 28 It 
TIMES     5:30. 1:00., 10:30 
ANY DAY IS A GOOD DAY 
TO LISTEN TO WINDFALL 
RADIO 
Steve Well of the October 
League will speak "ON THE 
BUILDING OF A NEW 
COMMUNIST PARTY" on 
Sunday at 7:30 In the Union's 
River Rm. All are welcome. 
Ry Cooder sei: Come to the 
SO's Dance, Saturday, Jan. 
2*. t p.m. to 1 a.m. Mid Am 
Room. Beer win be sots. 
Phi Mu Foxy Fifteen Say: 
"We love our Big's 
And Phi Board loo    4> 
We want to go actlvel 
Is that o.k. with you"? 
PS. Neophyte will do. 
Phi Mu Foxy Fifteen are 
ready for Saturday Night. 
•at Psyched...For the Phi 
Mu FORMAL. 
F.F. set: Walter 
congratulations on a great 
term as the prestigious S ft 
D President - Who will be 
the successor'? 
F.F. Says: Beware the Rite 
Brothers are on the loose - 
Get psyched for a great and 
exciting quarter finish. 
Hook: Congratulations on 
your TKE Gamma Phi Beta 
lavallerlng. The Brothers of 
TKE. 
T.O. and flick. 
Congratulations on your 
engagements. The Brothers 
of TKE. 
Alan. Congratulations on 
your nomination In Who's - 
Who   The Brothers of TKE. 
Karen: Thank you for saying 
"yes" and Happy 2tthl Love. 
Jeff. 
FOR SALE 
Wollensek Cassette Deck ft 
Bose 501 II Speakers. Call 
351-1*24. 
71' Dodge Van w-Camper 
pkg.. Top. and AC. 12700. 
332-88*4. 
Pair of Utah Speakers MO. 
8" Woofer. IVi Tweeter. 8 
Ohms. 12 Watts. Call 172- 
3306. 
Plant Store going out of 
business. Plants. Pots and 
Hangers really cheap. 302 S. 
Summit. 352 88*4 
ADVENT speakers, 
MARANTZ receiver. BEN 
JIMAN MIRACORO fur 
ntebte. MAKE OFFER. 352 
4482. 
75 HORNET, 1 owner ex- 
cellent cond., 17,500 ml., 
*2,4*S. 152-5044. aft. 5. 
Call eft. 5:00. 352-2734. 
2 Bdrm. Furn. Apts. 
Summer and Fall 
152 IBM or 352-4671 
ALL APTS. AT 520 E. REED 
ST. ARE RENTED FOR 
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. 
5 bdrm house $70 mo for 1 
rm. 314 E. Evers. Ph. 352- 
5013. 
Rf for 2M all male house f-'-: 
blk. from campus. Avail, , 
now  Ph  muss. 
For Fell near campus. 521 
E. Merry. 4 persons 2 bdrm. 
all util pd except elec. Free 
cable for TV. Building In 
excellent condition. No in 
crease from 1*74 prices. Ph. 
352 4447 or 352 448*. 
HAVEN HOuJfe Now leasing 
for Fall of 1*. No increase 
WomlFall  of  1*74 
Call is2 *378. Model 
I Sat aftll-4. 
r 
I 
r t   r n r
In rate |>»c 
5350 mo.lfco 
Campus Monor has openings 
for 1 ft 2 gels, to fill 4 gal 
apts. for w ft s qtr. 152-9302 
or 35* 7345 eve. I 
FOR RENT X 
Subl.    apt.   1   bdrm. 
location.  Move   In  Im 
TWO BEDROOM. FOUR 
PERSON. FURNISHED, AIR- 
CONDITIONED. TENANT. 
PAYS ONLY FOR ELEC-' 
TRIC. 845.00 MONTH PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
824 SIXTH STREET. EX- 
CELLENT CONDITION. 
WASHER ft DRYER IN 
BUILDING. CALL 
NEWLOVE REALTY !»• 
6141 
Rms. for rent 8150 mo. 
Howard Johnson's Motor 
Lodge. 15*2521. 
Need 1 P. rmmte. Immed. ft 
sub lesser. 1-27 to 8-11. for top 
of house. I I era. bdrm. 8155 
mo. 424'/» Wallace. 153-5587 
after 5. 
i:. 
|; 
Down jackets-lightweight, 
expensive, but worthwhile 
Tke BG News, Itesiay, Jaa. tl, OT7 Paa» 7 
By Bill Flak 
OiMwn CdanuM 
A friend of mine approached me on campus a coople of 
•: days ago and asked, "Why do ducks and geese fly south |: for the winter." 
"Wouldn't you if you bad the chance?" I replied. 
*S    "Yeah, but I mean, look at ill the down Jackets you 
•j see around campus. Why gc south with all that self- 
•i grown insulation?" he said. And he had a point. 
Because it is warm and lightweight, waterfowl 
^ clothing rapidly is becoming popular around the country. 
| THE FEDERAL Trade Commission (FTC) describes 
jS down as, "...the undercoatmg of waterfowl, consisting of 
tt clusters of light, fluffy filaments, i.e., barbs, growing 
ijfrom the quill point, but without any quill shafts." 
! Those persons in the market for a down-filled Jacket 
^ will notice several categories of down described as 
jj"prime," "northern," "grade AAA," "premium" or 
§ "European." There are no standardized grades, however, 
5and those terms are Just sales words. 
i However, the FTC does assure the consumer that any 
gitem labeled "down" must contain at leant 80 per cent 
gdown fiber. Indications of either duck or goose down 
gmust contain a minimum of 90 per cent of that species. 
| It is important that you do check the labels of Jackets 
gwhen looking for down, so you are not confused with 
^synthetic polyester fiberfills. There is nothing wrong with 
:;fiberfills though. The cost of a fiberfill Is considerably 
^ess tnan down and it will offer adequate protection from 
the cold. But, as far as loft and weight go, down la 
superior. 
IRONICALLY, proper ventilation is most important 
when buying a down Jacket The heat generated from the 
body depends on the Individual's metabolism and activity. 
A skier will generate more heat working his way down 
hill than he will sitting on the chairlift riding back up. 
Removing bis Jacket at the bottom of the run would 
simulate entering a freezer The skier must be able to 
cool down without risking pneumonia. 
A well-ventilated down Jacket will have vetcro or snaps 
on the cuffs to allow an escape for beat Knit cuffs or 
those with elastidzed cuff bindings allow no adjustment. 
Coat zippers should be of the double slider type to allow 
ventilation of either the top or lower portion of the body. 
The zipper also should have a draft flap covering secured 
with snaps to allow the wearer to completely unzip the 
Jacket and snap the flap over it to ventilate. A 
drawstring on the hem of the coat also will allow for 
ventilation adjustment 
Down Jackets are expensive and a good one will cost 
anywhere from tSO to MO. For those persons with a 
limited budget and a little ambition, there are several 
companies that sell materials or kits that enable you to 
sew your own. 
An excellent guide for the do-it-yourselfers is Robert 
Stunner's book, "Make Your Own Camping Equipment," 
Drake Publishers, Inc., New York. It Is available from 
the University Library. 
Moore criticizes ethics ruling 
By DebGebelyi 
Staf t Reporter 
i 
. The Ohio Ethics Com- 
: mission (OEC) ruling, 
which prompted University 
-Trustee Norman J. Reed to 
announce his resignation 
Monday, drew more 
criticism yesterday from 
University President Hollis 
A. Moore Jr. and the 
chairman of the Board of 
Trustees. 
"The updated OEC ruling 
requires trustees of all 
Ohio state-supported 
universities serving after 
April 1 to submit an annual 
statement of income 
sources, investments, real 
estate interests, creditors, 
debtors and sizable gifts. 
': Moore said, "not only am 
I concerned for the present 
toeaabesj of the board, but 
this extension (of the 
ruling) to the trustees 
could discourage trustees 
of the future from even 
considering the position 
under these circumstances. 
I regret the Ohio Ethics 
Commission's decision for 
this reason." 
The president said he 
interprets the commission's 
action as a means of in- 
suring that no trustee 
would have a conflict of 
Interest, but said the 
commission's concern was 
unfounded 
"The potentiality for 
expression of conflict of 
Interest if at the ad- 
ministrative, not the policy- 
making level. 
"The trustees are at the 
policy-making level bat 
honestly don't make 
decisions about pur- 
chases... They don't In- 
fluence the choice of 
products. That would be 
the principle way that 
would involve conflict of 
interest" 
Board Chairman Charles 
J. Shanklln said the 
commission Is "Invading 
our privacy without reason 
and II■apt necessity." 
' Shanklln represented IS 
major Ohio universities at 
the OEC hearings in 
December where he voiced 
opposition to inclusion of 
trustees in the exiting role. 
He said be thinks the 
commission has a 
legitimate right to protect 
the University from con- 
flict of interest but, "the 
203 N. AAAIN 
A Pizza never hod it so good. 
SIZES    10"    12"    14"    18" 
Submarine  Sandwich Salads 
Sun.  -   Thurv     4:30  p.m.  to   I   a.m. 
Frl.  •  Sat.     4:30  p.m.  to  2  a.m. 
FREE DELIVERY 
IN BOWLING GREEN 
352-5166 
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A career in law- 
without law school. 
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree? 
I Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an 
undergraduate education and a challenging, respon- 
sible career. ThefLawyer's Assistant is able to do 
work traditionally done by lawyers. 
Three months ot intensive training can give you 
the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You 
Sooose one of the seven courses ottered—choose 
le city in which you want to work. 
Since  1970. The Institute for Paralegal Training 
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms, 
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities. 
If you are a senior of high academic standing and 
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant. 
we'd like to meet you. 
Contact your placement office for an interview with 
our representative. 
We will visit your campus on 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10 
The Institute for 
Paralegal Training 
235 Soutti 17th Strvat. Ptiilaoalohia. Pennsylvania 19103 (VIS) 7124900 
Oparatsd by Para-Lseal. Inc. 
approplrate course for us 
as members of the board b) 
to file statements of 
ownership of properties 
which might be Interpreted 
as causing conflict of In- 
terest Instead of being 
forced to file complete 
financial statements. 
Moore, who had to fill 
out the statement last year 
under the OEC's earlier 
ruling, said be did not 
object to submitting the 
form, but called the 
commissions's ruling 
"unfortunate" for the 
trustees. 
"The government has so 
many noble motives-the 
demand for this openness 
and accountability grew 
out of Watergate and so 
many other things that 
have happened to gover- 
nment recently, and that It 
commendable. But to 
translate noble goals Into 
procedures to carry them 
out Is a tricky 
business,..I'm not sure I 
completely agree with what 
the commission decided" 
MOORE ADDED that be 
empathised with the 
trustees' position because 
when they were appointed 
to the non-paying position, 
they did not know that they 
would be required to 
submit the statement But 
now, In order to hold their 
positions, they must 
release material which 
Moore says has little 
bearing on their University 
responsibilities. 
Shanklln illustrated this 
point when he explained 
that he Is a farmer. "For 
me to disclose where I buy 
my equipment and sell my 
harvest can't possibly 
matte** to anyone...The 
whole thing is Just too 
bad" 
LOOK AT THESE!!! 
AT 
CRAY'S 
STADIUM 
PLAZA 
SHOPPING 
CENTER 
ICE COLD 
BEER & POP 
TOGO 
frKIH   QjSOQ   WLW 
Sun..   Jon.  30,   1977 Low  Oaoxint 
GRAY'S  iAiY 
SHAMPOO 
32oz. 
SALE! 
VOW      «Y 
I 
and Johntoo   swy   Shompoo I 
- m~   .99 
1.59 
GRAY'S  GOLDEN 
SHAMPOO 
eumpore   wiwi   ewe™ 
'16  oz. 
.99 
GRAY'S  GREEN 
EXTRA  RICH 
SHAMPOO 
Comport   ~*h   *•« 
16 oz. 
.99 
GRAY'S  BALSAM       16  oz. 
60 second  condmonerj 
v.i'h  protein 
OKMWM   ••>  Wsls one " 
GRAY'S  CREME  RINSE   16  or 
Herb's  with  Flowers 
t  Honeysuckle 
compare   * ft, 
•Mcft Own* turn 
.99 
GRAY'S   MEDICAL 
BLUE  SHAMPOO 
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— PRESENTS — 
A 
WITH COUPON BELOW 
OQQ . ANOtl 
THESE LP'S AMD THOUSANDS OF SELECTIONS 
TO CHOOSE FROM YOUR LIBRARY OF MUSIC. 
— WARNER/REPRISE — 
IV 
EMMYLOU HARRIS 
Luxury Liner 
'  Includes Rsncho& Lefty 
Making Believe. When I Slop Dreaming 
GARY WRIGHT 
The Light (if Smiles 
llkllkk-* W.lll-rS^n   I'm   Mnulll 
llunimtiWHuT  link' M-kltim- 
LEO SAYER EMMYLOU HARRIS GARY WRIGHT 
ALSO... 
ROD STEWART/A NIGHT ON THE TOWN 
DOOBIE BROTHERS/BEST OF 
GEORGE HARRISON/THIRTY THREE 81 •/• 
JAMES TAYLOR/GREATEST HITS 
GEORGE BENSON/BREEZIN' 
— ELEKTRA/ASYLUM — 
LINDA RONSTADT QUEEN MEAD 
ALSO... 
EAGLES/HOTEL CALIFORNIA 
JACKSON BROWNE/THE PRETENDER 
JONI MITCHELL/HEJIRA 
ANDREW GOLD/WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE? 
EAGLES/GREATEST HITS 
— ATL ANTIC/ATCO — 
INCLUDES THE 1 IVl VERSIONS Of 
PICK UP THE PIECES 
CUT THE CAKE 
AVERAGE WHITE BAND GENESIS 
ALSO... 
ENGLAND DAN 81 JOHN FORD COLEY/NIGHTS ARE FOREVER 
ABBA/GREATEST HITS 
FIREFALL/FIREFALL 
SPINNERS/HAPPINESS IS BEING WITH THE SPINNERS 
HALL 810 ATES/AB ANDONED LUNCHEONETTE 
AND THOUSANDS OF OTHER SELECTIONS 
* 
OFFER EXPIRES JAN. Slat 
OFF 
WITH COUPON 
ON ANY LP OR RECORDED TAPE IN 
STOCK. COUPON GOOD FOR ONE ITEM 
ONLY. NO LIMIT ON NUMBER OF COU- 
PONS USED. 
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Falcons hang tough, but Miami wins thriller, 65-61 
By Dick Rees 
Associate Sporti Editor 
Nobody will ever accuae 
this Mason's Falcon 
baiketball team of quitting. 
It's a bunch that will light 
to the finish. 
The Bowling Green 
cagers staged another 
homecourt thriller last 
night, but fell to the Miami 
Redskins, 65-61, before 
2,817 in Anderson Arena. 
In r, contest in which 
they vere outrebounded, 
38-23, and shot 4S per cent 
from the field to Miami's 
SO per cent, the Falcons 
hung tough, but couldn't 
come up with the big 
basket 
AFTER falling behind by 
right points in the second 
half, BO battled back and 
came within a point of the 
Redskins on five different 
occasions. 
"It seemed like the 
whole game we were Just s 
step behind," said BG tri- 
captain Dan Hipsher. 
"Every time we pulled 
within one, we'd turn It 
over or miss a shot. We 
couldn't get over the top." 
Down the stretch, Miami 
patiently worked its four- 
comer offense, forcing the 
Falcons out of their zone 
that had worked so well 
after intermission. Then 
BG had to foul and the 
Redskins were marksmen, 
hitting 11 of 13 free throws 
in the final 2:39. 
"Their zone bothered us 
In the second half, that's 
for sure,"   Miami coach 
Darrell Hedric said. "I 
thought we'd get more 
driving ability with the 
four-corner, and that was 
the difference." 
Hedric savored the 
victory, which upped his 
team's record to 11-4 
overall and 5-1 in the Mid- 
American Conference 
(MAC). 
"IT'S VERY important 
for us to win a couple of 
(league) games on the 
road because we lost at 
home," he said. "Every 
road victory Is sweet, and 
this one Is, because I don't 
think many teams will 
come in here and beat 
BG." 
And In defeat, Hedric's 
counterpart John Weinert, 
who held his head high, 
came away impressed 
"I think Miami la the 
best MAC team I've seen, 
by far "he said. "I'm not 
disappointed. As a coach, 
m never be disappointed If 
our kids give 100 per cent 
And they didn't give up 
tonight." 
Miami's powerful Junlor 
forward Archie Aldrldge 
was a thorn in the Falcons' 
side all evening. Ha 
finished as the game's top 
scorer with 24 points and 
the top re bounder with It- 
Chuck Goodyear added IT 
points and Randy Ayers 
tacked on 13 for Miami. 
TOMMY HARRIS led BG 
with 23 points, including 
three crucial Jumpers late, 
while Ron Hammye tallied 
11 points. 
In the preliminary 
contest, BG's junior varsity 
stopped Henry Ford 
Community College, 7X7, 
behind Rich Roman's 18 
points and Bruce Heldt's 
15. It was the first defeat 
for the losers, ranked third 
nationally among Junior 
colleges, after 14 straight 
wins. 
Tracksters win initial dual meet 
Drive 
by   *M)   MMgon 
Falcoa point guard Dan Shumaker (23) drives past Miami's Rich Babcock In 
last night's 85-01 BG less. Shumaker, a freakman, scored six petals sad headed 
out eight assists for the local cagers, who dropped to 8-1 overall aad 34 la 
league play. BG travels to Western Michigan Saturday for another MAC clash. 
:W:W:*:W:W:W£w^ 
By Dave Smerciaa 
Sports Writer 
While most of the in- 
terest these days con- 
cerning indoor track 
centers  around  the  new 
recreation center, the 
Falcon men's squad took to 
the road last weekend-as 
usual-and won Its first 
dual meet 
The victim last Saturday 
was     Western     Ontario 
S:*:w-:-:-Xv:-:-:*:*:-:-:'X 
What's the Cavs' problem? 
By Terry Goodman 
Assistant Sparta Editor 
What's wrong with the Cavaliers? 
That's a common question queried by many University 
students here that hail from northeastern Ohio. 
There are many answers to the problem but only 
Phyllis George knows which one Is right. In other words, 
only an Idiot In the sports sense can pinpoint Cleveland's 
dilemma. 
ONE GAME into December, the defending Central 
Division champs of the NBA were coasting along with an 
Impressive 10-4 record Things looked super. Unbeaten 
at home and a .500 record on the road. 
Then the roof caved ln-or partially anyway. There is 
no longer any breathing room. Washington and Houston 
are keeping the Cavs company, while New Orleans and 
San Antonio are still In the neighborhood. 
In the Eastern Division, Dave Cowens and Bob McAdoo 
are moving Boston and the New York Knicks, respec- 
tively, back Into the wildcard picture at the midway 
mark in the season. 
The problem? Well, Phyllis probably thinks it's: (1) 
Nate Thurmond wears too much after shave;  (2) Dick 
Snyder needs a cute moustache or (3) the Cavs miss 
Luther Rackley. 
BUT IN REALITY, it's a little more complicated. I 
suggest that It MAY be a case of: (1).everybody's bench 
Is catching up with Cleveland's because of the ABA 
merger; (2) the team lacks spark after 5-0 guard Foots 
Walker suffered an ankle Injury during a victory over 
Seattle in late December or (3) (here's really nothing to 
worry about for the time being. 
Coach BUI Fitch mentioned many limea during the 
winning drought that his Mam tacked a "tiger" In Its 
tank. He said It was a "non-violent basketball team," 
hinting at the miserable board play. 
In fact, after a humiliating loss to the McAdooleu 
Buffalo Braves at the Richfield Coliseum, Fitch tabbed 
the Cavs as the worst rebounding team in basketball." 
(Now let's not get carried away like Phyllis). 
One Cleveland sportswriter liked the reasoning behind 
Walker's ailment, but added that the Cavs were relying 
on too many outside shots.  This could also be true 
BUT THIS philosophy Isn't. A Cleveland radio 
broadcaster, who attempts to gain credibility by cutting 
off callers who disagree with his opinions, blamed the 
fans' lack of Intensity for the Cavaliers' errors.   That's 
like blaming Truman Copote for Gerald Ford's loss in the;!:: 
presidential election. 
Nevertheless, the choice Is yours. One thing for sure, 
the recent trade with Milwaukee bringing guard Gary 
Brokaw and 7-0 center Elmore Smith can't hurt 
Cleveland's chances. The Cavs only surrendered seldom- 
used Rowland Garrett and two first-round draft picks 
that may come In the tailend of those rounds, anyway. 
That is, if someone solves the problem-if there really 
Is one 
University   (WOU), 79-74. 
And even though Bowling 
Green   lost   both   of  the 
relays,   eight individuals 
won. 
Freshman Joe Hitter was 
a double winner, capturing 
the high Jump (0-4*) and 
the triple Jump (45-Oto). 
THE OTHER winner was 
Candian Michael Raymond 
in the long Jump (21-10H). 
Sprinter Brian Storm got 
the runners off on the right 
foot by capturing the 80- 
meter dash in six seconds 
flat 
Dan Dunton triumphed In 
the 800-meter run in 2:21.4. 
THAT STARTED the BG 
domination of the distance 
events. Rookie John Anich 
won the 1,000-meter run in 
2:33.3,   while   sophomore 
Synch ronteoxl »wimm»r» fourth 
Campbell pleased with 'swans' 
By See Caser 
Sports Writer 
Bowling Green's women's syn- 
chronized swim team placed fourth 
In Saturday's College Association 
Meet in Columbus. And head coach 
Jean Campbell is pleased. 
"We did well" Campbell said. "I 
am quite excited about the results, 
especially with our team routine." 
Team routines as well as individual 
figures were required for the nine 
participating teams. 
Host Ohio State University IOSU) 
and the University of Michigan (UM) 
finished in the top two spots with 
respective   scores   of 04   and  83. 
Western Illinois University was third 
with 20 and BG placed fourth with 
15. 
TEAM ROUTINES are Judged like 
figure skating on a 10-polnt scale. 
Two scores are awarded for each 
routine-one for design the other for 
content and execution. 
BG's routine team, consisting of 
sisters Marylln and Margo Hum- 
phrey, Connie Cooper, Darla Spltzer, 
Mary Heltman and Annette Riccl, 
took third place behind OSU and UM. 
"Ohio State and Michigan had a 
minimum of six routines in these 
events," Campbell said. "Our one 
entry finished third and the other 
finished   fourth,   so   you   can   un- 
derstand why I am pleased." 
IN THE individual figure com- 
petition, the swans did not do quite 
so weD. 
Cooper was the only Falcon to 
score as she finished fifth among the 
42 entrants in the novice competition. 
Only the top seven places receive 
points. 
In the senior division, Spltser 
finished 11th. 
The synchronised swimmers will 
compete again at the University of 
Michigan Invitational on Saturday, 
Feb. 19. 
PLEASE HELP US! 
Mark Butler finished 
second ant' Brian Hoch 
fourth. \ 
The trio of Gary 
Deajardina. Kevin Ryan 
and Steve Housley all bed 
for the top spot in the 
1,500-meter in 3:50.5. 
Bob Lunn and Bob Dyer 
finished the sweep by 
sharing first place in the 
3,000-meter in 8:35 8. 
The Falcons hit the 
road once again tomorrow 
for a triangular at Notre 
Dame. In addition to BG 
and the hosts, the meet, 
wifl Include the University 
of Illinois at Chicago on 
the Circle. Brodt said be 
expects a meet siznitar to 
last week's: fairly close 
and with good competition. ™n 
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SURVEY 
THE  PURPOSE  OF  THIS  SURVEY  IS   TO  AID  YOU,   THE  READER  OF  THE  BG  NEWS. 
WE  WOULD APPRECIATE  IT  IF  YOU  WOULD  FILL   THIS  QUESTIONNAIRE OUT AS 
SOON  AS  POSSIBLE  AND  RETURN  OR MAIL  (CAMPUS  MAIL)  TO: 
BG  NEWS  SURVEY 
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